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SUMMARY

Complex behavioral phenotyping techniques are becoming more prevalent in the field of behavioral neuroscience, and thus methods for manipulating neuronal activity must be adapted to fit into such paradigms.
Here, we present a head-mounted, magnetically activated device for wireless optogenetic manipulation
that is compact, simple to construct, and suitable for use in group-living mice in an enriched semi-natural
arena over several days. Using this device, we demonstrate that repeated activation of oxytocin neurons
in male mice can have different effects on pro-social and agonistic behaviors, depending on the social
context. Our findings support the social salience hypothesis of oxytocin and emphasize the importance of
the environment in the study of social neuromodulators. Our wireless optogenetic device can be easily adapted for use in a variety of behavioral paradigms, which are normally hindered by tethered light delivery or a
limited environment.

INTRODUCTION
The field of behavioral neuroscience is undergoing a transformation in terms of the methodology of behavioral phenotyping, with
an emphasis on measuring behavior in more ethologically relevant conditions. Standardized and often reductionist methods,
which have been widely used to assess animal behavior, have
given rise to most of the current scientific knowledge in the field.
Yet, especially in the domain of social behavior, researchers
have raised concern regarding studies that rely merely on
restricted assays in simplified environments, which may not
accurately reflect rich and diverse behavioral repertoires (Kondrakiewicz et al., 2019; Peters et al., 2015; Zilkha et al., 2016).
In an aim to address this concern, we previously developed an
experimental system that allows animals to behave freely in a
large environment, enriched with hiding places, elevated platforms, bedding, feeders, and water sources, while their location
is tracked automatically over days, and dozens of behavioral
readouts are extracted (Forkosh et al., 2019; Shemesh et al.,
2013, 2016).
In order to study the impact of neural circuit manipulations on
complex, unrestrained social behavior, we aimed to incorporate

optogenetics into our system. However, semi-natural setups for
measuring behavior are incompatible with traditional optogenetic approaches, which use tethered light delivery systems.
The main challenges of incorporating wireless optogenetics
technology in semi-natural setups are to remotely control a
compact and lightweight device, that will produce a strong
enough light intensity to activate a given opsin in any brain region. On top of that, and most importantly, the system must be
suitable for operation in large, enriched, and versatile environments that include all kinds of materials and parts.
Current wireless optogenetic technologies are based on specific light wavelengths delivered from light-emitting diodes
(LEDs). Some of them employ external LEDs, which are either
directly adjacent to superficial target areas (Wentz et al., 2011)
or are combined with optic fibers to conduct light into deeper regions (Dagnew et al., 2017; Emara et al., 2018; Gagnon-Turcotte
et al., 2019). Others make use of ultra-miniature LEDs, which can
be injected directly into the target tissue (Jeong et al., 2015;
Kim et al., 2013; Mickle et al., 2019; Montgomery et al.,
2015; Park et al., 2015b, 2015a; Qazi et al., 2019; Rossi et al.,
2015; Shin et al., 2017). The power supply can be based on a
replaceable power source carried on the animal’s body (Dagnew
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et al., 2017; Gagnon-Turcotte et al., 2019; Jeong et al., 2015;
Rossi et al., 2015) or a remotely chargeable power source using
antennas that surround the home cage (Emara et al., 2018; Ho
et al., 2014; Mickle et al., 2019; Montgomery et al., 2015; Park
et al., 2015b, 2015a; Qazi et al., 2019; Shin et al., 2017; Wentz
et al., 2011). While these developments are promising, none
have yet, to our knowledge, been utilized in a semi-natural setup
that requires durable and easy-to-handle devices, in a large and
enriched environment.
Here, we present a magnetically controlled, head-mountable
wireless optogenetic apparatus that is affordable, easily assembled, and implemented for prolonged manipulation of freely
behaving, group-housed mice in a semi-natural arena.
To test this tool, we chose to target neurons expressing
oxytocin (OT) in the paraventricular hypothalamic nucleus
(PVN). OT has long been known to be involved in social behaviors and is recently being explored as a therapeutic candidate
for autism spectrum disorders (ASDs) (Jurek and Neumann,
2018; Ooi et al., 2017). However, the traditional notion of OT as
a potent mammalian pro-social agent largely relies on reductive
paradigms such as the 3-chamber and resident-intruder (RI) assays (Lee et al., 2009). Additionally, more recent studies have
demonstrated some antisocial effects of OT in both humans
(De Dreu et al., 2010, 2011; Eckstein et al., 2014; Shamay-Tsoory
et al., 2009) and other animals (Duque-Wilckens et al., 2018;
Guzmán et al., 2013; Huang et al., 2014). These findings gave
rise to the social salience hypothesis, which suggests that OT
acts to regulate the salience of external social cues, rather
than strictly promoting affiliative behaviors (Shamay-Tsoory
and Abu-Akel, 2016; Steinman et al., 2019). Support for this
idea was recently shown in a mouse study demonstrating a
crucial role for OT in discriminating emotion of both positive
and negative valence in a conspecific (Ferretti et al., 2019).
Thus, an investigation of the prolonged behavioral effects of
OT in an ethologically relevant social context could contribute
to the understanding of the complex role of OT in social behavior.
Combining the use of wireless optogenetic devices with an enriched social setting, we found dynamic behavioral effects of
repeated optogenetic activation of PVN-OT neurons in groups
of male mice. Following an initial phase of increased social
interest, which can be interpreted as pro-social behavior, we
observed a concomitant increase in agonistic behavior. Surprisingly, the same prolonged activation regime robustly inhibited
aggressive behavior in the RI paradigm, demonstrating that the
effects of OT can be highly context dependent. These findings
emphasize the importance of the social context, and of investigating a rich and diverse set of complex behavioral readouts,
in the study of socially relevant neuromodulators.
RESULTS
A Wireless Device for Prolonged Optogenetic
Manipulation in a Semi-natural Arena
Our device is aimed for prolonged manipulation of neuronal activity in freely behaving groups of mice in a semi-natural environment. It is small (<1 cm3, approximately 1.5 g with dental
cement coating) and head mountable and comprises a fiber
optic cannula, an LED powered by two ‘‘multi-drain’’ watch
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batteries, and a magnetic field-dependent reed-switch (Figures
1A and 1B). All parts of the device are commercially available
(see Key Resources Table). Assembly of the device requires
soldering of two batteries (connected in series) with the LED
and reed-switch in series. First, the LED is attached to an optical cannula using an epoxy resin adhesive with a refraction index similar to the optic fiber. For optimal alignment, the LED is
connected to a power supply, fixed on a stereotactic holder,
and positioned to yield the maximal light intensity as measured
at the tip of the fiber. Upon optimal positioning, adhesive is
applied, and the LED is pressed toward the optical cannula.
Following soldering of the adhered LED to the rest of the components, the circuit is gently folded to form a compact structure
and covered with dental cement and quinine to prevent potential damage by cage-mates. Prior to implantation, the fiber is
cut according to the dorso-ventral coordinates of the brain region of interest, with an additional 1 mm to account for skull
thickness and better fixation of the device on the skull (Video
S1). To enable remote and unattended activation of the devices
in our semi-natural arenas, software-controlled electromagnets
were installed on the feeders enabling optogenetic stimulation
of a given mouse during feeding (Figure 1C; Video S2). To better approximate physiological activation of neurons, we chose
to use the Stabilized Step Function Opsin (SSFO), which
upon activation by a single light pulse leads to prolonged
(approximately 30 min) sub-threshold depolarization (Yizhar
et al., 2011), sensitizing the cell to afferent inputs rather than
inducing firing directly. The battery power of our device is sufficient for approximately 215 pulses of 2 s, at a light intensity of
2.8 ± 0.4 milliwatt3mm–2 at the tip of a single 5 mm long fiber
of 0.4 mm diameter (Figure 1D). To confirm that our device produces sufficient light intensity for effective activation of considerable target volumes using SSFO, we mapped the spread of
blue light (468 nm) in a 3 mm thick brain slice (Figure 1E).
This provided an estimated 1.75 mm3 of brain tissue being illuminated with light intensity above 8 microwatt3mm–2, the
lowest reported functional light intensity for SSFO (Yizhar
et al., 2011).
Prolonged Wireless Optogenetic Activation of PVN-OT
Neurons Triggers OT Release without Receptor
Desensitization
Next, using our wireless optogenetic device, we aimed to establish a protocol for prolonged activation of the OTergic system in a
way that would not induce desensitization of the OT receptors
(OTRs), as is typically seen in continuous activation by OT or synthetic agonists leading to receptor internalization (Jurek and
Neumann, 2018; Peters et al., 2014). We therefore targeted the
OT neurons in the PVN, which are the source of most OT forebrain projections (Knobloch et al., 2012). To achieve specific targeting of PVN-OT neurons, we generated transgenic mice expressing Cre-recombinase specifically in OT neurons (Oxt::Cre;
see STAR Methods). To transduce the SSFO into PVN-OT neurons, we used a Cre-dependent adeno-associated viral (AAV)
vector that also expresses eYFP as a marker (DIO-SSFOeYFP; Figures S1A and S1B). We delivered the viral vector in a
single stereotaxic injection just above the dorsal part of the
PVN such that it spread through the entire PVN. Following
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Figure 1. A Wireless Device for Prolonged
Optogenetic Manipulation in a Semi-natural
Setup
(A) Schematic illustration of the wireless device.
Two batteries are connected in series to an LED
through a magnetic-field dependent reed-switch.
The LED is attached on top of an optic cannula
positioned above the dorsal part of the PVN.
(B) A device mounted on a freely behaving mouse
activated by a magnet.
(C) Schematic illustration of the semi-ethological
arena and software-controlled electromagnet
installed on the feeder. The arena consists of an
open 70 3 50 cm box containing a nest, feeders,
water, elevated areas, and barriers.
(D) Light power emitted at the tip of the optic fiber as
a function of the number of 2 s light pulses. Battery
capacity is sufficient for over 215 pulses.
(E) Section through a 3D map of blue light intensity
along the axis of an illuminating fiber in gray matter.
The slice was imaged from below as the fiber was
lowered through. The section is superimposed
with a contour map of iso-intensity lines corresponding to light intensity levels. Light intensity
R8 microwatt3mm–2 is sufficient for effective
SSFO photoactivation.
See also Videos S1 and S2.

injection, the wireless optogenetic device was implanted on the
head with the single optic fiber lowered into the brain, so that the
tip is positioned just above the dorsal part of the PVN.
The transgene penetrance and specificity were evaluated by
crossing Oxt::Cre mice with Ai9 reporter mice (Madisen et al.,
2010) and immunostaining for OT. In the 5 brains assessed, an
average of 75.5% ± 12% of tdTomato+ cells in the PVN co-ex-

pressed OT and 96% ± 4% of OT+ cells
co-expressed tdTomato (Figures 2A and
2B). SSFO expression and spread in the
PVN in Oxt::Cre+ mice using the single stereotaxic injection technique was as expected (Figure S1B).
To confirm that the typical functional
characteristics of SSFO are preserved in
our target population, we performed targeted whole-cell patch-clamp recordings
in the PVN in acute brain slices from
Oxt::Cre+ mice injected with the SSFO
viral vector (Figures 2C and 2D). In each
recorded cell, the application of a 1 s
blue light pulse (488 nm) induced membrane depolarization, accompanied in
some cases by action potential firing.
This depolarization slowly decayed with
time (approximately 30 min) to the resting
membrane potential (Figure 2C). The
mean amplitude of SSFO-induced depolarization was 10.1 ± 0.66 mV. Deactivation of the SSFO with a 10 s green light
pulse (561 nm) completely reversed this
effect back to baseline levels (Figure 2D; 488 nm: 10.1 ±
0.66 mV versus 561 nm: 0.4 ± 0.49 mV, relative to pre-stimulation resting membrane potential; one-tailed exact paired
permutation test, p = 6.1 3 105, n = 14 cells). Superimposition
of the blue light intensity map with an atlas figure of coronal
brain section (Franklin and Paxinos, 2008) suggested that the
spread of light is sufficient to fully cover the PVN with light
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Figure 2. Prolonged Wireless Optogenetic Activation of PVN-OT Neurons Triggers OT Release without Receptor Desensitization
(A) Coronal brain sections at the level of the PVN showing the co-localization of Cre-dependent tdTomato reporter (red) with an anti-OT (aOT) antibody (green).
Scale bars, 100 mm.
(B) Venn diagram describing the mean numbers of cells expressing tdTomato, OT or both (n = 5 mice). 96% of OT-expressing cells co-express tdTomato (right
panel); data are means ± SEM.
(C) Representative current-clamp recording of SSFO activation in a PVN-OT neuron. A 1 s light pulse (488 nm) induces depolarization of the cell membrane
followed by slow spontaneous decay of SSFO activity over a period of 30 min.
(legend continued on next page)
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intensity levels necessary for effective activation of the SSFO
(I > 8 microwatt3$mm–2; Figure 2E). To demonstrate that the
device can successfully activate PVN-OT neurons, we applied
c-Fos immunostaining following a single 2 s light pulse in
Cre+ mice transduced with SSFO. The percentage of SSFO-infected cells that co-expressed c-Fos was significantly higher in
the PVNs of photoactivated mice compared to non-activated
controls (Figures 2F, 2G, and S1C; one-tailed Mann-Whitney
test, U = 0, p = 0.0286, n = 4 and 3 mice for activated and control, respectively). To confirm that neuronal activation indeed
leads to neuropeptide release, we measured plasma OT levels
in Cre+ and Cre– mice injected with SSFO. For measurement of
OT levels by radioimmunoassay (RIA), submandibular blood
was collected under gentle anesthesia 3 min after a single light
pulse, as well as following two consecutive days of repeated
activations, every 2 h during the dark phase, between 10:00
and 18:00 (a total of five activations; Figure 2H). In both cases,
SSFO-mediated photoactivation of PVN-OT neurons led to a
significant increase in plasma OT in Cre+ but not Cre– mice
(Figures 2I–2J; single activation: Cre+, two-tailed paired
permutation test, p = 0.0156, n = 7; Cre–, two-tailed paired permutation test, p = 0.7891, n = 9. Repeated activation: Cre+,
two-tailed paired permutation test, p = 0.00778, n = 8; Cre–,
two-tailed paired permutation test, p = 0.0209, n = 10). This
indicates that even a mild depolarization results in systemic
OT release and, conversely, that the OT content of the neurons
is not depleted following 2 days of activation. Importantly, we
used receptor autoradiography (RAR) in several brain regions
relevant to social behavior to confirm that our prolonged photoactivation protocol did not lead to OTR internalization: OTR
binding in the medial amygdala (MeA), ventromedial hypothalamus (VMH), and hippocampal Cornu Ammonis 3 (CA3) did not
differ significantly between photoactivated and control mice
(Figures 2K and S1D–S1F; two-tailed permutation test, MeA:
p = 0.83, n = 5 and 8 mice for activated and control, respectively; VMH: p = 0.33, n = 5 and 4 mice for activated and control, respectively; CA3: p = 0.45, n = 8 and 7 mice for activated
and control, respectively). Intriguingly, there was a trend for
increased OTR binding in the lateral septum (LS) and bed nucleus of the stria terminalis (BNST) following activation (Figures
2K, S1G, and S1H; two-tailed permutation test, LS: p = 0.0506,
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n = 8 and 6 mice for activated and control, respectively; BNST:
p = 0.065, n = 8 and 7 mice for activated and control, respectively). Following these validations, we went on to use the same
repeated photoactivation protocol in behavioral experiments.
Prolonged Wireless Optogenetic Release of OT Reduces
Aggressive Behavior and Increases Self-Grooming in
the RI Paradigm
Several studies have employed the RI paradigm to demonstrate
a reduction in aggressive behaviors upon treatment with exogenous OT (Calcagnoli et al., 2013, 2014, 2015; Jong et al., 2014;
Karpova et al., 2016) or an increase in such behaviors in animals
genetically lacking OT or OTR (Dhakar et al., 2012; Pagani et al.,
2015; Ragnauth et al., 2005; Takayanagi et al., 2005). These findings have led to the notion that OT generally reduces aggression.
Importantly, the potential confounds of receptor desensitization
during pharmacological treatment, and developmental effects in
genetic KOs, can be eliminated with an optogenetic approach.
Thus, we next sought to investigate our prolonged photoactivation regime in the RI paradigm.
Cre+ and Cre– male mice underwent stereotaxic virus injection and device implantation in a single surgical procedure at
the age of 10 weeks and, following recovery, were housed in a
large cage with a wild-type (WT) female for 6 days to increase
territoriality. On day 7, after removing the female from the
cage, we activated the wireless device using a magnet every
2 h during the dark phase, as described above. The next day
we activated the devices at the beginning of the dark phase
and then followed with an intraperitoneal (i.p.) injection of
either the OTR antagonist L-368,899 (OTR-A; Cre+ mice
only; Cre+|OTR-A) or saline (both Cre+ and Cre– mice; Cre+|saline and Cre-, respectively), 90 min later. The device was activated again 30 min following injection, immediately before the
beginning of the behavioral test (Figure 3A). The total duration
of aggressive behaviors (namely, attacks, offensive upright
posture, and chasing; see STAR Methods, Method Details)
was markedly reduced in Cre+|saline mice compared to Cre–
mice (Figures 3B and S2C; Kruskal-Wallis test, chi-square
test = 6.08, df = 2, p = 0.0477; Dunn-Sidak post hoc comparisons: Cre+|saline versus Cre– p = 0.04952, Cre+|OTR-A
versus Cre– p = 0.90788). This difference was abolished by

(D) Quantification of the SSFO-induced membrane depolarization or inactivation (10 s green light pulse, 561 nm) in PVN-OT neurons. Data are means ± SEM;
***p < 0.001, permutation test.
(E) Superimposition of a blue light intensity map in a brain slice with a coronal atlas figure at the level of the PVN. PVN is fully included within an area illuminated
with supra-optimal light intensity for SSFO activation (>8 microwatt3mm–2).
(F) Representative image of cFos (red) and eYFP (green) immunostaining. Arrows show co-expression of cFos in photoactivated SSFO+ neurons. Scale bars, 100
(main image) and 50 mm (inset).
(G) A significantly higher percent of SSFO+ cells co-expressed cFos following photoactivation compared to non-activated subjects; median ± 1.5 interquartile
range; *p < 0.05, Mann-Whitney test.
(H) Photo-activation timeline: Devices were activated approximately every 2 h during the dark phase of 2 consecutive days. Blood was sampled 3 min following a
single activation and following 2 days of repeated activations.
(I) Plasma OT levels significantly increased in Cre+ mice following single activation.
(J) Plasma OT levels significantly increased in Cre+ mice following 2 days of repeated activations. No significant differences were observed in Cre– mice; data are
means ± SEM.
(K) Receptor autoradiography (RAR) indicates that our prolonged activation regime did not lead to reduction of OTR binding in the lateral septum (LS),
ventromedial hypothalamus (VMH), medial amygdala (MeA), bed nucleus of the stria terminalis (BNST), or hippocampal Cornu Ammonis 3 (CA3); For (I–K): data
are means ± SEM; **p < 0.01, permutation test.
See also Figure S1.
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Figure 3. Prolonged Wireless Optogenetic
Release of OT Reduces Aggressive Behavior
and Increases Self-Grooming in ResidentIntruder Paradigm
(A) Experimental timeline. Prior to testing, mice were
housed in a large cage with a WT female for 6 days.
On the 7th day, the female was removed at the
beginning of the dark phase, and the devices were
the activated every 2 h. At the beginning of the dark
phase of day 8, mice were injected with either saline
or OTR-A 30 min before photoactivation and the
introduction of the intruder mouse.
(B) Aggressive behavior was significantly reduced in
saline-treated, but not OTR-A-treated, Cre+ mice
compared to Cre– controls.
(C) Mean length of grooming bouts in Cre+|saline
mice was longer than in other treatments to an
extent approaching statistical significance.
(D) Cre+|saline mice displayed significantly
shorter latency to first grooming bout compared to
Cre+|OTR-A mice. All data represent medians ±1.5
interquartile range; *p < 0.05, Kruskal-Wallis with
post-hoc.
See also Figure S2, Table S1, and Video S3.

administration of OTR-A, suggesting an OTR-mediated reduction in aggression caused by our manipulation. To rule out the
possibility that the reduction in aggressive behaviors was due
to an increase in other behaviors in the Cre+|saline group, we
quantified locomotion and found no significant differences in
either the total distance covered by the mice or the percentage of distance covered while engaging in social/non-social
behavior (Figure S2A; Kruskal-Wallis test, total distance
covered: chi-square test = 1.34, df = 2, p = 0.51; percentage
of distance while engaging in social behavior: chi-square
test = 3.12, df = 2, p = 0.21). Furthermore, no difference
was found in the percentage of time spent exhibiting social/
non-social behavior (Figures S2B and S2C; Kruskal-Wallis
test, chi-square test = 1.6, df = 2, p = 0.45; see also Table
S1). As additional support for central OT release, we investigated self-grooming behavior, which has been previously
shown to be induced by central OTR activation (Amico
et al., 2004; Marroni et al., 2007; Pedersen et al., 1988) and
more recently by chemogenetic activation of OT neurons
(Grund et al., 2019). The mean duration of grooming bouts
was highest in Cre+ mice treated with saline (Figure 3C).
Kruskal-Wallis analysis revealed a significant effect of treatment on this measure (chi-square test = 7, df = 2, p =
0.0302); post hoc Dunn’s test found that the differences between the Cre+|saline group and the two other groups approached significance (Cre+|saline versus Cre– p = 0.06315;
Cre+|saline versus Cre+|OTR-A p = 0.06254). Furthermore, latency to the first grooming bout was significantly shorter in the
Cre+|saline group compared to Cre+|OTR-A group (Figure 3D;
Kruskal-Wallis test, chi-square test = 7.57, df = 2, p = 0.0228;
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Dunn-Sidak post hoc comparison: Cre+
|saline versus Cre+|OTR-A p = 0.02864).
Thus, repeated wireless photoactivation
of PVN-OT neurons induced the expected behavioral consequences of OT signaling in the RI
paradigm.
Prolonged Wireless Optogenetic Activation of PVN-OT
Neurons Dynamically Elevates Both Pro-Social and
Agonistic Behaviors in Groups of Male Mice
According to the social salience hypothesis of OT, its effect
might depend on social context. Thus, we asked how repeated
activation of PVN-OT neurons would affect behavior over time
in group-housed mice in an enriched environment. To this end,
we assembled homogeneous Cre+ or Cre– groups of 4 male littermates at weaning age (3 weeks). Mice underwent surgery at
the age of 10 weeks, recovered in the original group home cages,
and were introduced into the social arenas 3 weeks later.
Following 4 days of habituation, the devices were activated as
mice entered the feeder for 2 additional days, approximately
every 2 h during the dark phase for at least 2 s (Figure 4A). During
the entire experiment, feeders were accessible during randomly
chosen time periods, for a total of 5 h during the dark phase (see
STAR Methods, Method Details), in order to increase competition between group members. During the light phase, feeders remained closed. Photoactivation events were visually monitored
to make sure that each mouse was activated in the appropriate
time window.
First, we were interested in whether OT-induced self-grooming,
as observed in the RI paradigm, is reproduced in the group
context. Grooming behavior was scored by observers blind to
the genotype of the mice in the first 5 min after each photoactivation, on both activation days. Photoactivation significantly
increased the length of self-grooming bouts, and shortened the
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latency to the first bout, in Cre+ but not Cre– mice on both activation days (Figure 4B, S3A, and S3B; Video S3; paired one-tailed
permutations test; bout length: Cre–, pday1 = 0.188, pday2 =
0.125; Cre+, pday1 = 0.031, pday2 = 0.016; latency: Cre–, pday1 =
0.41, pday2 = 0.34; Cre+, pday1 = 0.031, pday2 = 0.016), as well as
increasing the probability of a grooming bout during the observed
time window (Figure S3C, paired one-tailed permutations test:
Cre–, pday1 = 0.5, pday2 = 0.22; Cre+, pday1 = 0.031, pday2 = 0.016).
We analyzed 21 readouts from our automated tracking system, related to individual and dyadic behaviors, that are calculated based on the locations of individual mice in the arena (Forkosh et al., 2019; Shemesh et al., 2013, 2016). To examine the
effects of PVN-OT activation, we focused on the behavioral
change from baseline (measured on day 4) to the value on either
day of activation. First, we quantified the degree of separation
between Cre+ and Cre– groups over all 21 behaviors, which on
both activation days was more extreme than expected by
chance (Figures S3D and S3E; multivariate permutation test on
1 3 105 permutations; activation day 1 p < 1 3 105, activation
day 2 p = 0.00047). Next, for visual inspection of this behavioral
response in a 2-dimensional plot, we performed principal
component analysis (PCA). The first 2 principal components
(PC1 and PC2) cumulatively explained 41% (activation day 1
versus baseline) and 44% (activation day 2 versus baseline) of
the total variance in the data, which was in both cases significantly higher than expected by chance, as calculated by
randomly permuting the data (see STAR Methods, Quantification
and Statistical Analysis; Figures S3F and S3G; two-tailed permutation test on 1 3 107 permutations, PC1 p = 4.2 3 107, PC2 p =
0.00088). Although the PCA was done blindly to the genotype of
the subjects, Cre+ and Cre– were almost perfectly linearly separated in this 2-PC space (Figures 4C and 4F). To examine which
behavioral readouts contribute to this separation, we inspected
the correlations between behavioral readouts and the scores
on the first two PCs: on the first activation day, PC1 scores
were positively correlated with affiliative behaviors, such as rates
of approach and contact between conspecifics, and negatively
correlated with time spent alone outside the nest, a prototypical
asocial behavior (Figure S3H). To quantify the difference between treatment groups specifically in these behavioral readouts, we compared the change in these behaviors from baseline

NeuroResource
(day 4) to activation day 1 between Cre+ and Cre– mice. Cre+
mice had a significantly higher increase in contact rate (Figure 4D; two-tailed permutation test, p = 9 3 107). Similarly,
time spent alone outside the nest decreased in Cre+ mice but
increased in Cre– from baseline to activation day 1 (Figure 4E;
two-tailed permutation test, p = 0.0028).
On the second day of activation, the correlations between specific behaviors and PC1 scores remained largely similar to the previous day, and, accordingly, the change from baseline in contact
rate and time alone outside the nest remained larger in Cre+ mice
(Figures S3J and S3K; two-tailed permutation tests, contact rate
p = 0.00098, time alone p = 0.02037). In contrast, PC2 on this
day was positively correlated with readouts related to velocity
and chase-escape behavior (Figure S3I). Thus, we compared
the change in agonistic chase behavior from baseline to activation
day 2 between the groups, measured as rates of chases per hour
(Video S4). The increase in this behavior was significantly larger in
Cre+ mice compared to Cre– mice (Figure 4G; two-tailed permutation test, p = 0.0132). Importantly, this difference was absent on
the first day of activation (Figure S3L; two-tailed permutation
test, p = 0.8218). Next, to confirm a general increase in agonistic
behavior, we sought an additional measure for this behavioral
domain. Observations of mice colonies in a visible burrow system
have shown that approach toward the back of a conspecific
more often induces flight than approach to the front and thus
may reflect an offensive motivation (Arakawa et al., 2007). Additionally, anogenital sniffing and attack behavior have been shown
to be regulated by a common neuronal population (Lee et al.,
2014). Thus, we compared the proportion of face-to-face (F/F)
versus face-to-back (F/B) approaches in randomly sampled
contact events from Cre+ and Cre– groups. Cre+ mice had a significantly larger increase from baseline in the proportion of F/B approaches on the second activation day (Figure 4H, two-tailed permutation test, p = 0.0047). Importantly, there was no difference in
F/B approaches on the first day of activation (Figure S3M, twotailed permutation test, p = 0.4643). When we examined the
dynamics of approach and chasing behaviors in a 1 h window preceding and following photoactivation, we found that the changes
in these behaviors were not time-locked to photoactivation on
either day (Figures S4A and S4B; ANOVA on linear mixed effects
model with post hoc Tukey comparison; Approaches day 1:

Figure 4. Prolonged Wireless Optogenetic Activation of PVN-OT Neurons in a Group of Littermates Dynamically Elevates Both Pro-Social
and Agonistic Behaviors
(A) Scheme of experimental timeline. Mice were grouped at weaning into groups of 4 males of the same genotype (Cre+ versus Cre–). At age 10 weeks, mice
underwent surgery for viral injection and device implantation. Following 3 weeks of recovery, groups were introduced into the arenas for 4 days of undisturbed
baseline recording, followed by 2 days of photoactivation every 2 hr during the dark phase.
(B) Scatterplots depicting the onset of self-grooming after photoactivation against bout duration. Days 1 and 2: self-grooming bouts in Cre+ mice were significantly longer compared to Cre– and occurred with a shorter onset following activation. Baseline: no difference between Cre+ and Cre– mice was observed in bout
length or onset.
(C) Principal component analysis (PCA) was done on differential values of activation day 1 from baseline. Below: scatterplot of the scores on the first two principal
components (PCs).
(D) Increase in contact rate in Cre+ was significantly larger than in Cre– mice from baseline to activation day 1.
(E) Decrease in time spent alone outside the nest by Cre+ was significantly greater than in Cre– mice from baseline to activation day 1.
(F) PCA was done on differential values of activation day 2 from baseline. Below: scatterplot of the scores on the first two PCs.
(G) Increase in aggressive chase rate was significantly larger in Cre+ than in Cre– mice from baseline to activation day 2.
(H) Social encounters with the nose directed toward the face or the back/tail region of a conspecific in close vicinity (<3.5 cm) were automatically and randomly
sampled and defined as close investigation (CI). The change in the proportion of face-to-back (F>B) contacts out of randomly sampled CI events after 2 days of
repeated photoactivation was significantly larger in Cre+ compared to Cre– mice.
All data represent means ± SEM; *p < 0.05, **p < 0.01, ***p < 0.001, permutation test. See also Figures S3 and S4 and Video S4.
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Genotype – F1/8.07 = 6.8, p = 0.031, Time – F39/1167.03 = 4.22,
p = 5.347e–16, Genotype*Time – F39/1167.03 = 2.32, p = 1.036e–5;
Approaches day 2: Genotype – F1/68.37 = 14.24, p = 0.00034,
Time – F39/1402.07 = 1.523, p = 0.0212, Genotype*Time –
F39/1402.07 = 1.43, p = 0.043; chases day 1: Genotype – F1/8.58 =
0.0485, p = 0.83, Time – F39/1167.03 = 0.822, p = 0.77, Genotype*Time – F39/1167.03 = 0.877, p = 0.68; chases day 2: Genotype –
F1/116.87 = 0.57, p = 0.45, Time – F39/1404.49 = 0.54, p = 0.99, Genotype*Time – F39/1404.49 = 0.846, p = 0.74). Importantly, approach
and chase behavior, as well as time alone outside the nest, were
independent of dominance rank (Figures S4C–S4G; Pearson correlation). We also tested whether individual stable traits extracted
from 60 behaviors measured in our social boxes (‘‘identity domains’’ - IDs, Forkosh et al., 2019) were altered following prolonged activation of PVN-OT neurons. As expected, when
comparing the changes in the 4 meaningful IDs on either day of
activation versus baseline, we found no significant differences between Cre+ and Cre– mice (Figures S4H–S4K; ANOVA on linear
mixed effects model; ID1: Genotype – F1/42 = 1.2918, p =
0.2622, Day – F1/42 = 0.0033, p = 0.9541, Genotype*Day –
F1/42 = 0.4157, p = 0.5226; ID2: Genotype – F1/9 = 0.3787, p =
0.5535, Day – F1/42 = 0.0004, p = 0.9848, Genotype*Day –
F1/42 = 0.0158, p = 0.9007; ID3: Genotype – F1/9 = 0.0319, p =
0.8623, Day – F1/42 = 0.0044, p = 0.9475, Genotype*Day –
F1/42 = 0.6173, p = 0.4365; ID4: Genotype – F1/9 = 0.2903, p =
0.6031, Day – F1/42 = 0.0020, p = 0.9646, Genotype*Day –
F1/42 = 0.4223, p = 0.5193).
Taken together, these results suggest that in the context of a
group of familiar males, prolonged PVN-OT neuronal activation
leads to a dynamic behavioral shift, comprising an immediate
elevation in social interest, which can be interpreted as pro-social
behavior, along with a delayed increase in agonistic behavior.
DISCUSSION
Advanced molecular and genetic tools for neuronal manipulation in
animal models hold great promise for the quest of deciphering the
mechanisms underlying psychiatric disorders. However, in order
to fully utilize these tools, behavioral paradigms must advance as
well. Though the widely used reductionist tests have the advantage
of better controllability, they still raise questions regarding translatability—if a behavioral task is far enough removed from an animal’s
natural environment or behavioral repertoire, it may reflect neural
or behavioral responses that are not used naturally (Krakauer
et al., 2017). Thus, holistic approaches for measuring behavior
should complement the current well-established methodologies.
Unfortunately, understanding of the ethology of mice and rats in
the wild is still lacking, and this gap in knowledge and methodology
has been acknowledged as a major challenge in the field (Anderson and Perona, 2014; Blanchard et al., 2013; Kondrakiewicz
et al., 2019). Here, we present an approach that combines the
known advantages of optogenetics—namely, highly specific and
precise manipulation of neuronal activity—with the growing need
for ethologically relevant behavioral readouts, by introducing wireless optogenetic devices into a semi-natural group environment.
While several technologies for wireless light delivery into
brain tissue have already been published (Dagnew et al.,
2017; Emara et al., 2018; Kim et al., 2013; McCall et al., 2013;
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Montgomery et al., 2015; Qazi et al., 2018, 2019; Shin et al.,
2017; Wentz et al., 2011), this is, to our knowledge, the first study
demonstrating the use of such technology in a semi-natural environment and over multiple days, using an affordable and easyto-assemble device.
We used our approach to investigate the social salience hypothesis of OT (Shamay-Tsoory and Abu-Akel, 2016). While seminal studies in male-male and male-female rodent pairs have
contributed to the notion of OT as a facilitator of affiliative behaviors (Lukas et al., 2011; Williams et al., 1994; Witt et al., 1992),
recent findings also provide evidence of antisocial effects of OT
(van Anders et al., 2013; Bartz et al., 2011; Beery, 2015). The social
salience hypothesis explains these apparently contradictory effects by suggesting that OT acts to regulate the salience of social
cues, depending on contextual and individual variation. Our methodology, which combines a holistic semi-natural phenotyping
approach with advanced neuronal manipulation, in parallel with
controlled classic tests, is ideal to address such behaviorally complex questions. We first demonstrate that repeated activation of
PVN-OT neurons on the day before and the morning of the RI
test leads to a reduction in agonistic behavior, in accordance
with studies using OT genetic models and acute pharmacological
manipulations. However, in a semi-natural group environment, the
social dynamics are more complex: we initially observe a clear increase in social interest between mice (more approaches and
contacts), which can be interpreted as an increase in pro-social
behavior. On the second day of manipulation, however, this trend
is accompanied by an increase in agonistic behaviors such as
anogenital sniffing and aggressive chases. While most classic
behavioral paradigms are set up to dictate a pre-defined and specific social context, a group setting imposes a dynamic set of social stimuli. Thus, in our hands, the group environment with limited
food availability profoundly affects the behavioral outcome of activating PVN-OT neurons, leading to a different result than the
classic RI test. This finding is in agreement with the social salience
hypothesis and emphasizes the importance of observing behavioral changes over longer time periods, rather than only following
acute manipulation, and in a variety of contexts. In this vein, it
would be important to also investigate the effect of a similar
manipulation in female mice, as well as males.
While the majority of studies investigating the role of OT in
aggressive/agonistic behaviors have reported a mitigating effect
(Arakawa et al., 2015; Calcagnoli et al., 2013, 2014, 2015; Dhakar
et al., 2012; Jong et al., 2014; Karpova et al., 2016; Ragnauth et al.,
2005; Sala et al., 2011; Takayanagi et al., 2005; Tan et al., 2019;
Winslow et al., 2000; Zoratto et al., 2018), a few others have indicated that OT can potentially increase such behaviors (DeVries
et al., 1997; Lazzari et al., 2013; Pagani et al., 2015). One study
even showed the differential effects of OT in rats selectively
bred for aggression or tameness toward humans, with a 5-day
intranasal treatment reducing aggressive behavior in the aggressive strain but increasing it in the tame strain (Gulevich et al.,
2019). Since OT is being explored as a therapeutic agent in human
disorders affecting social behavior and cognition, such as social
anxiety and ASD (Alvares et al., 2017; Guastella et al., 2009; Ooi
et al., 2017), these findings are crucial to consider.
In conclusion, we believe that the combination of highprecision optogenetic manipulations with ethologically relevant
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behaviors in a semi-natural environment is an important step toward more translatable, informative, and comprehensive neurobehavioral research in rodents.
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Materials Availability
Oxt::Cre mice are available upon request.
Data and Code Availability
The datasets and the code generated during this study are available at:
https://bitbucket.org/Franck_Touboul/micegroupoptogenetics/src/master/
EXPERIMENTAL MODEL AND SUBJECT DETAILS
Generation of Oxt::Cre (Ires-Cre-Oxt::Ires-Flp-Avp) mice
We used the bacterial artificial chromosome (BAC) recombineering techniques with the galK positive/negative selection system
(Warming et al., 2005) to generate Ires-Cre-Oxt::Ires-Flp-Avp mice. In the same mice, to ensure eutopic expression of Cre-recombinase in OT-expressing neurons and Flp-recombinase in Avp-expressing neurons, we inserted Ires-Cre and Ires-Flp cassettes just
downstream to the Oxt and Avp stop codons, respectively, using the RP23-100c5 BAC (see schematics here).
To prepare each of the recombineering targeting cassettes, we assembled the following 4 components for each cassette: [1] Aarm Oxt/Avp, which includes a homologous sequence for exon 2, intron 2, exon 3, and the stop codon of the Oxt/Avp gene, [2] the
Ires coding sequence, [3] the Cre/Flp coding sequence, and [4] B-arm Oxt/Avp, which includes a homologous sequence for that
located downstream of the Oxt/Avp gene. For this purpose, we used 8 sets of primers and carried out three rounds of PCR for
each cassette (Table S2): In round 1, we carried out four PCR reactions per cassette, to amplify each of the 4 components separately. In round 2, we carried out two parallel PCR reactions per cassette, to ligate the A-arm Oxt/Avp with the Ires sequence and
to ligate the Cre/Flp sequence with the B-arm Oxt/Avp sequence. In round 3, we carried out one PCR reaction per cassette, to
ligate the PCR products from round 2 and complete the assembly of the 4 components of each cassette. For these ligations to
take place during the PCR, subsets of the primers were designed to overlap with each other. Specifically, the sequence for primer
Oxt-3 includes that for primer Oxt-2, the sequence for primer Oxt-5 includes that for primer Oxt-4, and the sequence for primer
Oxt-7 includes that for primer Oxt-6. The same design was applied for the Avp cassette primer. Each cassette was cloned into the
pGEM-T Easy vector (Promega) producing the pGEM-T Easy:Oxt-Ires-Cre and pGEM-T Easy:Avp-Ires-Flp vectors, which were
then used as templates to amplify the recombineering targeting cassettes. The insertion of the Ires-Cre and Ires-Flp recombineering targeting cassettes into the precise location in the BAC was carried out via two consecutive steps: [1] to insert the Oxt-Ires-Cre
recombineering targeting cassette into the BAC, [2] to insert the Avp-Ires-Flp recombineering targeting cassettes into the recombineered BAC already containing the Oxt-Ires-Cre cassette. Recombination was done following the protocol by Warming et al.,
2005. Briefly, we used galK positive selection to insert a PCR-amplified galK cassette flanked by 45-50 bp homology arms to
the insertion site in the BAC backbone, using the pgalK plasmid as a template and the Oxt-galK-F and 30 -Oxt-galK-R and the
Avp-galK-F, and Avp galK-R primers to amplify the galk cassettes (Table S2). Next, we replaced the galK cassette using DOG
counter-selection with a PCR amplified targeting cassettes flanked by similar 40-55 bp homology arms, using the Oxt-IresCre-F and Oxt-Ires-Cre-R primers for the Oxt-Ires-Cre cassette, and the Avp-Ires-Flp-F and Avp-Ires-Flp-R primers for the
Avp-Ires-Flp cassette (Table S2). The BAC was recombineered in SW102 cells. The direction of the inserted recombineering targeting cassettes was then determined by SrgAI digestion and separation of the digestion products by pulsed-field gel electrophoresis (PFGE). The recombined regions of the BAC were also sequence-verified. The recombined regions acquired two mutations:
[1] a ‘‘TATG’’ sequence located just downstream of the Oxt gene stop codon and upstream of the Ires sequence was substituted
by a ‘‘GTCA’’; and [2] a ‘‘G’’ was substituted to ‘‘A’’ in the 288th base within the Ires sequence in the Avp-Ires-Flp cassette. None of
the mutations had a deleterious effect, as reflected by normal Cre and Flp expression and activity in the Oxt-Ires-Cre::Avp-IresFlp mice.
To release the loxp sites located in the BAC backbone, we digested the Oxt-Ires-Cre:Avp-Ires-Flp-BAC with AscI. This digestion
liberated a 16.4 kb fragment, as determined by PFGE, which contained the recombineered Oxt and Avp genes locus that was then
isolated and used for embryonic stem cell targeting. Clones with confirmed homologous recombination were microinjected into CB6
blastocysts to create chimeric mice. Chimeric animals generated from blastocyst implantation were then bred for germline transmission of the altered Oxt and Avp gene locus and then backcrossed into C57/BL for 6 generations.
Animals
We used the transgenic Oxt::Cre male mice (congenic on C57BL/6 background; involves C57BL/6, FVB/N, ICR and unspecified
strains). Oxt::Cre+/ males were mated with WT ICR females to obtain both Oxt::Cre+/ and Oxt::Cre/ offspring. For the group
experiment, male littermates were genotyped and separated into groups of 4 subjects of the same genotype within each group (6
groups of Cre+ and 5 groups of Cre-) at weaning age (3 weeks). For immunohistochemical co-localization and ex vivo electrophysiological experiments, Oxt::Cre+/ mice crossed with the Ai9 reporter mouse line were used. For the RI paradigm, 5-week old C57BL/
6 male juveniles were used as intruder conspecifics. All WT C57/BL6 and ICR mice were acquired from ENVIGO (Jerusalem, Israel).
Throughout the experiments, the animals were maintained in a temperature-controlled room (22 ± 1 C) on a 12h:12h light–dark cycle
(lights on at 22:00) in specific pathogen-free conditions. All experimental protocols were approved by the Institutional Animal Care
and Use Committee (IACUC) of the Weizmann Institute of Science.
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METHOD DETAILS
Fabrication of wireless optogenetic device
The device is comprised of two multi-drain watch batteries (377/376 1.55V, 0% Hg, SR626SW silver-oxide, Energizer), a light-emitting diode (Oslon SSL 80, blue light, 464-476 nm ‘LB CP7P’ LED, OSRAM), a reed-switch (Standex-Meder Electronics, KSK-1A801015) and an optic cannula (400 mm core implantable 5 mm long fiber optical cannula with 1.25 mm diameter, stainless steel ferrule,
Thorlabs CFML14L02). The LED was attached to the optic cannula using a custom-made epoxy adhesive engineered to match the
refractive index of the optic fiber (MyPolymers, Epoxy Resin EP-150). Next, the components were connected in series (Figures 1A
and 1B). The device was then coated with jet-acrylic dental cement (Lang Dental Manufacturing Co., Wheeling, IL, USA) and brushed
with quinine (Sigma-Aldrich, 145904-10G) to prevent other cage-mates from damaging it. On average, the total weight of the device
amounts to 1 gr without the dental cement.
Specific SSFO expression in PVN-OT neurons
Adeno-associated viral (AAV)-mediated gene delivery was used for heterologous Cre-dependent expression of SSFO in mice. To
restrict expression of SSFO specifically to OT expressing cells, we expressed the double-floxed inverted open-reading-frame
(DIO) AAV encoding SSFO and eYFP (pAAV-Ef1a-DIO hChR2(C128S/D156A)-EYFP; Addgene viral prep #35503-AAV1; Figure S1A)
in Oxt::Cre transgenic mice.
Stereotaxic injections and mounting of the wireless optogenetic device
All experimental mice underwent stereotaxic injections with AAV1/2-Syn-DIO-SSFO-eYFP at the age of 10 weeks. Mice were mildly
anesthetized with isoflurane. Corneas were protected from drying using eye gel (Viscotears liquid gel; Alcon). Mice were placed on a
computer-guided stereotaxic instrument (Angle Two Stereotaxic Instrument, myNeurolab, Leica Microsystems Inc., Bannockburn IL,
USA), which is fully integrated with the Franklin and Paxinos mouse brain atlas through a control panel. A midline incision was made
across the top of the skull. After cleaning the periosteum, the vertical coordinates of bregma and lambda were measured to align in
the same plane (level head). Viral vectors were delivered using a Hamilton syringe connected to a motorized nano-injector (350 nL
with a rate of 50 nl/min). To allow diffusion of the solution into the brain tissue, the needle was left in place for an additional
10 min after the injection (coordinates relative to bregma: AP = 0.9 mm, ML = 0 mm, DV = 4.4 mm, based on a calibration study
in this strain). The wireless optogenetic device was mounted following the injection during the same surgical operation. Prior to the
insertion of the optogenetic device, a miniature, self-tapping screw was fixed on the skull (J.I Morris Company #303 stainless steel,
FF000CE094). The device was lowered onto the head such that the tip of the optic fiber was located 0.1 mm above the injection site,
and secured on the skull using a Metabond kit (Parkell Inc., Edgewood NY, USA) and Jet acrylic dental cement (Lang Dental
Manufacturing Co., Wheeling IL, USA) anchoring to the inserted screw for better fixation. After the surgery, mice were given oral antibiotics (Enrofloxacin 5%, 0.6ml per 100 ml of drinking water) for 1 week. In the rare occasion of inflammation, mice were excluded
from further research. Additionally, brain tissue damage was examined post-mortem and in most cases found to be as expected in
cannulation experiments. In rare cases, where unusual tissue damage was observed in post-mortem IHC, mice were excluded from
analysis.
Fur marking for video tracking
Ten days after surgery the fur of the mice was stained with semi-permanent hair dyes, then dried with a regular fan (low power and heat)
for 3 min. After waking, mice were kept in separate boxes for 4 hours before reunion. Mice were introduced to the arena for tracking
5 days after fur staining. The dyes used were ‘‘Electric banana’’ (HCR 11012), Atomic Turquoise (AMPLIFIED HCR11002), Ultra Violet
(AMPLIFIED ACR-71031) and Pillarbox Red (HCR 11020) from Tish & Snooky’s (https://manicpanic.com; New York NY, USA). Mice
were identified and tracked automatically according to their fur colors, which were learned from labeled data.
Light penetration in brain tissue
To estimate the distribution of light as a function of distance from the fiber tip, we used a slice of brain tissue placed on a thin diffusing
layer revealing the 2-dimensional pattern of illumination at the bottom of the slice. This screen was imaged from below as the fiber
was lowered through a gray matter portion of brain tissue. Light was delivered by a cannula adhered to an LED (both parts are identical to the ones used for the device). The LED and cannula were fixed to a computer-guided stereotaxic instrument (Angle Two Stereotaxic Instrument, myNeurolab, Leica Microsystems Inc., Bannockburn IL, USA) and the LED was connected to a power supply
(EXTECH instruments, 382200 DC power supply) delivering 3.2 mW$mm-2 of blue light (468 nm) at the tip of the fiber. At each
step, the fiber was lowered 50 mm and the 2-dimensional illumination pattern was recorded. A 3D map of the spread of blue light
was reconstructed using the collected set of images using a custom-written MATLAB code.
Electrophysiology
Acute brain slice preparation
Acute brain slices were prepared from adult (12-14 weeks old) Oxt::Cre mice injected with AAV1/2-EF1a-DIO-SSFO-eYFP. Mice
were anesthetized with isoflurane and perfused with carbogenated (95% O2 / 5% CO2) ice-cold slicing solution consisting of
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(in mM): 2.5 KCl, 11 glucose, 234 sucrose, 26 NaHCO3, 1.25 NaH2PO4, 10 MgSO4, 2 CaCl2; pH 7.2-7.4; 340 mOsm. After decapitation, the brain was rapidly removed from the cranial cavity and 300 mm thick coronal slices containing the PVN were prepared
in carbogenated ice-cold slicing solution using a vibratome (HM650V; ThermoScientific). Afterward, slices were allowed to recover
for 30 min at 34 C in carbogenated artificial cerebrospinal fluid (ACSF) containing (in mM): 125 NaCl, 2.5 KCl, 11 D-glucose, 25
NaHCO3, 1.25 NaH2PO4, 1 MgCl2, 2 CaCl2; pH 7.2-7.4; 300 mOsm). Subsequently, slices were stored at room temperature
(25 C) in carbogenated ACSF for at least 45 min.
Whole-cell patch-clamp recordings from hypothalamic slices
All experiments were carried out at 25 C. Slices were continuously perfused with carbogenated ACSF at a flow rate of 4-5 ml/min, in a
submerged-type recording chamber. OT neurons of the PVN expressing the SSFO-eYFP were identified by epifluorescence microscopy. Afterward, the cell bodies of these neurons were visualized by infrared microscopy and the gradient contrast system. Somatic
whole-cell patch-clamp recordings (seal resistance > 1 GU) were performed in bridge mode using a discontinuous single-electrode
voltage-clamp amplifier (SEC-10L, npi electronics, Tamm, Germany). The current/potential was low-pass filtered at 3 kHz, digitized
at 6.5 kHz via an ITC-16 interface board, and stored with the standard software Pulse 8.31 (HEKA Elektronik, Lambrecht / Pfalz, Germany). The patch-clamp electrodes (open-tip 5-7 MU) were pulled from borosilicate glass capillaries (Harvard Apparatus, Kent, UK)
on a DMZ-Universal puller (Zeitz Instruments, Munich, Germany) and filled with a solution consisting on (in mM): 130 potassium gluconate, 5 NaCl, 2 MgCl2, 5 D-glucose, 10 HEPES, 0.5 EGTA, 2 Mg-ATP, 0.3 Na-GTP, 20 phosphocreatine, pH 7.3 with KOH, osmolarity 305 mOsm (potentials were corrected for a liquid junction potential of 13 mV). The access resistance (Ra) was continuously
monitored and recordings were terminated if Ra changed > 15%.
Electrophysiological measurements were carried out 5 min after reaching the whole-cell configuration. The input resistance was
calculated from steady-state voltage responses upon negative current injections (1500 ms). The resting membrane potential (Vm) of
SSFO-expressing neurons was 60.2 ± 1.5 mV. The light beam of a Sapphire 488 nm (75 mW max. output power) or Sapphire 561 nm
(75 mW max. output power) laser (Coherent) was collimated into an optical fiber (BFL37-200, Thorlabs), which was coupled into the
epifluorescence port of an Axioskop 2 FS microscope (Zeiss, Göttingen, Germany; Dine et al., 2016). The duration of the light pulses
was regulated by means of a LS3ZM2 shutter and VCM-D shutter driver (Vincent Associates). Light intensities in the focus plane were
measured using the PM100 system (Thorlabs). Before each experiment, a 20 s pulse of 561 nm light was applied to convert all of the
SSFO channels to the dark state and prevent run-down of the photocurrents. The SSFO was activated by a 1 s pulse of 488 nm and
deactivated by a 10 s pulse of 561 nm. In some experiments, only the blue light pulse was applied to activate the SSFO and the deactivation occurred naturally over a period of approximately 30 min. Offline analysis to determine the SSFO-induced DVm was performed using Pulse software.
Immunohistochemistry and microscopy
Animals were anesthetized with Pental (1.4 g per kg body weight, i.p.) and perfused transcardially with 100 ml of phosphate buffer
solution (PBS) followed by 100 ml of 4% paraformaldehyde in borate buffer, pH 9.5. The brains were removed and post-fixed in 30%
sucrose using the same fixative at 4 C, frozen and sectioned coronally at 40 mm thickness using a sliding microtome (Leica Microsystems GmbH, Wetzlar, Germany) and stored in PBS at 4 C until used. Brain slices were blocked for 1 hr with PBS containing 0.3%
Triton and 20% normal horse serum to prevent nonspecific binding.
Images were captured using a confocal microscope (Zeiss LSM510 and LSM700) at 10x or 20x magnification. Image analysis was
carried out using IMARIS (9.5) software. Fiji (http://www.Fiji.sc/) was used to pseudo-color images and add scale bars.
eYFP staining for verification of injection site
Coronal brain sections were incubated for 48 hr at 4 C with chicken anti-GFP antibody (1:400) as the primary antibody (Aves labs inc.,
RRID: AB_2307313), followed by 48 hr at 4 C with Alexa Fluor 488 nm goat anti-chicken antibody (1:300, Abcam, RRID:
AB_2636803).
OT staining for evaluation of transgene penetrance
Coronal brain sections of Oxt::Cre+/|Ai9+/ mice (n = 5) were incubated for 48 hr at 4 C with guinea pig anti-OT antibody (1:400,
Peninsula laboratories international, RRID: AB_518526), followed by 48 hr at 4 C with Alexa Fluor 488 nm goat anti-guinea pig antibody (1:200, ThermoFischer Scientific, RRID: AB_2534117). For each fluorescent marker, the percentage of neurons co-expressing
both fluorescent markers out of total number of fluorescent neurons was calculated.
c-Fos and eYFP co-staining for evaluation of neuronal activation
3 weeks following stereotaxic injections of the AAV-SSFO vector (as described above), Oxt::Cre+/ mice either underwent photoactivation (manually for 2 s using a magnet), or were handled without photoactivation. 90 min following this manipulation, mice were
sacrificed and perfused for immunohistochemical detection of c-Fos in PVN-OT neurons. Rabbit anti-c-Fos (1:1000, Santa Cruz
Biotechnology, RRID: AB_2106783) and chicken anti-GFP antibody (1:400, as above) were the primary antibodies, followed by Alexa
Fluor 488 goat anti-chicken (1:300, as above) and Alexa Fluor 594 goat anti-rabbit as secondary antibody (1:300, Life Technologies,
RRID: AB_2813889).
OT levels in plasma
For measurement of baseline plasma levels of OT, operated mice (Oxt::Cre+/ and Oxt::Cre/) were handled and, exactly 3 min later,
subjected to submandibular blood collection under mild isoflurane anesthesia. For post-activation plasma OT measurement, 2 weeks
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later, at the same stage of the diurnal cycle, the procedure was repeated, but 3 min following actual activation of the mounted devices
rather than simple handling. To exclude exhaustion of the OT neurons or depletion of neuropeptide content, another set of operated
mice (Oxt::Cre+/ and Oxt::Cre/) were subjected to a regime of photoactivations similar to the main experiments (2 s long light
pulses every 2 hr during the dark phase of the day, summing up to five activations per day). For baseline measurements, mice
were handled instead of their devices being activated. In both cases, blood was collected as described above, 3 min following
the last activation/handling. Plasma was extracted and OT levels were measured using an extremely sensitive and specific RIA kit
(RIAgnosis, Sinzing, Germany) (Jong et al., 2015; Kagerbauer et al., 2013).
Receptor Autoradiography
Brains were coronally sectioned at 16 mm thickness and mounted on slides. The receptor autoradiography procedure was performed
according to Young et al., 1997 using a linear OT receptor antagonist [125I]-d(CH2)5[Tyr(Me)2-Tyr-Nh2]9-OVT (Perkin Elmer, USA) as
a tracer. Briefly, the slides were thawed and dried at room temperature followed by a short fixation in paraformaldehyde (0.1%). The
slides were washed twice in 50 mM Tris (pH 7.4), exposed to tracer buffer (50 pM tracer, 50 mM Tris, 10 mM MgCl2, 0.01% BSA) for
60 min, and washed 4 times in Tris 5 10 mM MgCl2. The slides were then shortly dipped in pure water and dried at room temperature
overnight. On the following day, the slides were exposed to Biomax MR films for 6 days (Kodak, Cedex, France). The films were
scanned using an EPSON Perfection V800 Scanner (Epson, Germany). The optical density of OTR binding was measured using
Fiji. Receptor density was calculated per mouse by taking the mean of bilateral measurements of 6 to 12 brain sections per region
of interest after subtraction of tissue background.
Social arenas
Mouse behavior was studied in a specialized arena designed for automated tracking of individual and group behavior (Figure 1C).
Each arena housed a group of 4 male mice of the same genotype (either Cre+ or Cre-) at the age of 13 weeks. The arena consisted
of an open 70 3 50 3 50 cm box and included the following objects: Z-shaped wall, a water dispenser, two feeders, an open shelter, a
large nest, an elevated block, and two elevated ramps. During the light phase (12 h) arenas were illuminated with 200 lux and during
the dark phase (12 h) with a 2 lux diffuse light provided by two True-Light bulbs (fluorescent lamps, 23W E27 5023 True-Light International GmbH) placed under the arenas. The mice were recorded only in the dark phase using a digital color-sensitive camera
(Manta G-235C, Allied-Vision) which was placed 1 m above the arena. Mouse trajectories were automatically detected offline using
custom software in MATLAB (R2019a, MathWorks, Natick, MA, USA).
Photoactivation in social arenas
Dark-phase activity of the mice was recorded for 6 consecutive days. During days 5 and 6 of the experiment, the optogenetic device
of each group member was remotely activated for approximately 2 s, roughly every 2 hr, resulting overall in 5 activations per dark
phase per mouse. For the activation of the wireless devices in the arena, 2 electromagnets (ZYE1-P Round Holding Magnets,
CNZYEM, China) were installed on a short, tunnel-like structure that connects between the arena and ‘feeder 1’. Thus, activation
of the implanted devices was possible upon the mice entering the feeder. The electromagnets were controlled by a custom-written
MATLAB code, using a digital USB I/O module (NI USB-6501, (24-ch, 8.5 mA), National Instruments). Photoactivation events were
monitored in the video recording.
Identification and classification of interactions between mice
We automatically identified and classified interactions between mice as events in which the distance between a pair of mice (d) was
shorter than 10 cm. We then used the movement direction of one mouse relative to another mouse (q) to identify the nature of the
contact for either of the mice. If for mouse A, the projection of the direction of its movement relative to mouse B was small enough
(jtanðqÞ $2dj < Q1 ;for  ðp =2Þ < q < ðp =2Þ) then it was considered as moving toward B; if jtanðqÞ $2dj < Q2 forðp =2Þ < q < ð3 =2Þp it was
moving away from it; otherwise it was assumed idle with respect to the other mouse (Q1 and Q2 were found by optimization).
As described in Shemesh et al., 2016, to classify aggressive and non-aggressive contacts, we first used a hidden Markov model to
identify post-contact behaviors in which mouse A was moving toward B, and B was moving away from A (i.e., A was following B). We
then used 500 manually labeled events to learn statistical classifiers of aggressive and non-aggressive post-contact behavior. For
each event, we estimated a range of parameters, including individual and relative speed, distance, etc., and optimized a quadratic
discriminant classifier, a k-nearest neighbor algorithm based on these parameters, and a decision-tree classifier that used these parameters at each tree intersection. We found that for a test set of 1000 events, none of these classifiers were accurate enough individually, but that a combined approach in which we labeled an event as ‘aggressive’ if any of the classifiers labeled it as such – gave
80% detection with 0.5% false alarms.
Quantification of close social investigation among conspecifics
Since our previously-described automated tracking system is currently unable to automatically recognize specific body
parts, this system was only used to select from each video 150 frames in which exactly 2 mice were in close contact (<
3.5 cm between their body ends) in the open area. From each video 150 such frames were randomly sampled (11 groups
3 3 days 3 150 frames = 4950 frames). These frames were then manually classified by human observers, who were blind
to the genotype of the group, as either ‘face-to-face’ investigation, ‘face-to-back’ investigation, or ‘others’ (e.g., tail-to-tail
contact). The ratio between face-to-face and face-to-back investigations was then calculated only for these 2 behaviors (i.e.,
disregarding other contacts).
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Pairwise automatic behavioral readouts
d Contact rate: Number of contacts the mouse had. A contact is defined as conspecifics being less than 10 cm apart while both
are outside the nest (1/hour).
d Time in contact: Fraction of time that a mouse is in contact with other mice while outside the nest (1/hour).
d Median contact duration: Median duration of contacts. The contact duration does not include the times when the mouse approached, moved away from, or chased a conspecific (seconds).
d Chase rate: Chases are interactions that ended with the mouse pursuing a conspecific in an aggressive manner. Aggressiveness was determined using a classifier that was trained on 500 manually scored samples (1/hour).
d Escape rate: Number of time that the mouse was aggressively chased by a conspecific (1/hour).
d Chase rate (non-aggressive): Number of times the mouse has chased a conspecific at the end of a contact in a non-aggressive
way, as determined by the classifier (1/hour).
d Escape rate (non-aggressive): Number of times the mouse was chased by a conspecific at the end of a contact in a non-aggressive way, as determined by the classifier (1/hour).
d Approach rate: An approach is a directed movement of the mouse toward a conspecific that ends in contact. Not all interactions
necessarily start with an approach, while others might start mutually with conspecifics approaching each other (1/hour).
d Approach rate (per mice out): number of approach events normalized by the time being outside the nest with at least one more
conspecific (1/hour).
d Rate of being approached: Number of times the mouse was approached by a conspecific (1/hour).
d Alone outside: Fraction of time the mouse is outside the nest while all other mice are in the nest (au).
Individual automatic behavioral readouts
d Time outside: Fraction of time that the mouse spends outside of the nest (% of total).
d Rate of visits outside: The rate at which the mouse exits the nest (1/hour).
d ROI exploration: Quantifies the amount of exploration the mouse is doing. Measured as the entropy of the probability of being in
each of the 11 regions-of-interest (ROIs) (excluding the nest). Mice that spend the same amount of time in all regions will get the
highest score, while mice that spend all their time in a single ROI will be scored zero. When normalized to the time outside, the
computation of the entropy differed also by ignoring the probability of being inside the nest (bits/hour).
d Distance: The total distance traveled by the mouse while outside the nest. To smooth the tracking, the mice locations were
sampled once every second (m).
d Median speed: Median speed while outside the nest. To smooth the computation of the speed, the mice locations were
sampled once every second (m/sec).
d Tangential velocity: The tangential component of the speed, or the part of speed perpendicular to the previous direction of
movement (m/sec).
d Angular velocity: The rate of change in the direction of the mouse (rad/sec).
d Food or water: Time spent next to the feeders or water bottles (au).
d Elevated area: Time spent on an elevated object in the arena: ramps or block (au).
d Distance from walls: Average distance from the walls while in the open area (cm).
Self-grooming
Trained observers, blind to the genotype of the mice, observed the recorded movies for a period of 5 min following each optogenetic
activation. Only activations that could be detected by observing the movie were chosen. The onset and the duration of each grooming
event within the observed 5 min period were scored. For self-grooming events at baseline (experimental day 4), on which no activations were made, visits to ‘feeder 1’ were randomly sampled and leaving the feeder was chosen as a reference time-point for the 5 min
period of observation.
Automated feeders
During the recording, access to food was manipulated by automatic feeders controlled by custom-written software in MATLAB, such
that food was accessible in a pseudo-random manner cumulatively for 5 hr per day. This time frame was chosen based on data from
early studies in the arenas that showed mice would spend on average 1-2 hr in the feeder zones when food was freely available (Shemesh et al., 2013). The gate of each feeder was connected to a servo motor (Hitec HS-422 deluxe, Part No: 31422S). The servo was
controlled by a digital ‘National Instruments’ device (USB-6501, 24-Channel Digital I/O, programmable 5 V, TTL or 3.3 V, 8.5 mA and
NI-DAQ Drivers).
Resident-intruder
Cre+ and Cre- male mice underwent stereotaxic virus injection and device implantation in a single surgical operation at the age of
10 week. Following recovery, the males were housed in a large cage (37 3 21 3 24 cm). To improve the establishment of territory,
a female was introduced to the cages for 6 days and the bedding was not changed (Koolhaas et al., 2013). On day 7 the females were
removed from the cages, and the wireless device of the males were activated using a magnet every 2 hr during the dark phase, between 10:00-18:00 (a total of 5 activations). On day 8, the devices were activated at the beginning of the dark phase, then followed
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with an i.p. injection of either the OTR antagonist L-368,899 (Cre+ mice only) or saline (both Cre+ and Cre- mice) 90 min later. 30 min
following injection, the devices were activated again right before the introduction of the intruder conspecific. Intruders were unfamiliar
5-week old C57/BL6 male juveniles. Mice were allowed to roam freely for 10 min, unless testing had to be stopped due to severe
aggression shown by the resident. For behavioral scoring, the interactions were recorded using an infra-red (IR) camera (Basler
ace acA1300-60 gm, Basler AG, Germany), and an IR illuminator was used to illuminate the cage. Behavioral scoring was performed
by a trained observer blind to the treatment using the ‘Solomon Coder’ freeware (https://solomon.andraspeter.com/). Attacking,
biting, bite attempts, offensive upright position and chasing were grouped as ‘aggressive behavior’. Mounting, thrust, tail rattling
and aggressive allo-grooming were grouped as threat behavior. In addition to the above behaviors, self-grooming, rearing, face sniffing, trunk sniffing and ano-genital sniffing were scored (Figure S2C). For quantification of locomotion, the resident animals were
tracked using DeepLabCut (Mathis et al., 2018). Subsequent data analysis was performed using a self-written MATLAB code.
QUANTIFICATION AND STATISTICAL ANALYSIS
Multi-variate separation was calculated as Euclidean distance between the centroids of Cre+ and Cre- mice in 21 dimensions of the
automatically collected behavioral readouts. Statistical inference was based on comparison to a null distribution comprised of
Euclidean distances corresponding to 1 3 105 randomly reshuffled partitions.
PCA was performed separately on the Z-scores of the difference values of the 2 activation days from baseline (experimental day 4).
To determine the percentage of variance explained by each PC in a random dataset, explained variance was independently calculated from one million randomly reshuffled versions of the original dataset. Specifically, reshuffled datasets were created by independently reshuffling the variables within each observation.
For inferential comparisons between two samples, Monte Carlo permutation test of means (1 3 107 permutations) was carried out,
except for data of electrophysiological recordings, plasma OT levels and grooming related measurements (group experiment), where
exact paired permutations test was applied. In electrophysiological data, as well as grooming-related measurements in the group
experiment, a specific direction of the response was expected based on previous evidence, therefore a one-tailed approach was
employed.
Kruskal-Wallis one-way analysis of variance with Dunn & Sidak’s post hoc test were used for the RI experiment. Non-parametric
tests were employed, as data did not fulfil criteria for parametric testing (normality of residuals and equal variances between experimental groups).
For hierarchical rank as predictor of behavior, Pearson’s correlation coefficient was computed. Alpha level of significance was
adjusted using the Bonferroni method.
All above analyses were performed using MATLAB.
For temporal analysis of behavior before and after photoactivation, approach and chase events were collected for each mouse in a
time window of 1 hr preceding activation and 1 hr following, for all activations except the first one of each activation day. This time
window was divided into 3-min bins and for each mouse the average count of behavioral events per bin was calculated from the
different activations of each day. These data were then analyzed by fitting a linear mixed effects model with Genotype*Time as
the fixed effects, and Mouse nested within Group as the random effects. Significance of the fixed effects was assessed by running
analysis of variance on the model. Where appropriate, post hoc Tukey comparisons of estimated marginal means were done between genotypes for each time point. Analyses were performed in R (https://www.r-project.org/) using the ‘‘lme4’’ (Bates et al.,
2015) and ‘‘emmeans’’ (Lenth et al. 2020) packages.
The computation of IDs was performed as described in Forkosh et al., 2019. The changes in the first 4 IDs from baseline (day 4) to
each day of activation were then computed for each mouse. The delta values were then analyzed by fitting a linear mixed effects
model with Genotype*Day as the fixed effects, and Mouse nested within Group as the random effects. Significance testing was conducted in R as described above.
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